75 years - Think Ahead, Think Yes
In the 75 years of NIBC’s existence we have fostered an extrepreneurial spirit; we think ahead
and think yes. It brought us to where we are today, and enabled us to be there for our clients
at decisive moments.
This second special anniversary newsletter highlights our forward-thinking attitude with views
on the near future, topics with a growing relevance for banking, consumers and businesses.

Change offers opportunities
Our CEO, Paulus de Wilt, has been at the top of the banking industry for many years; Sarah
Bashirieh is Enterprise Architecture Manager and views the banking world from a fresh, young,
technology-based perspective. Together, they discuss NIBC’s developments over the past 75
years and technology trends in the near future.
Read more

In business: Vadeko
Our Mezzanine & Equity Partners team supports the future growth strategy of Vadeko as a
minority shareholder. "Vadeko is well positioned for further expansion. With a substantial
minority stake, NIBC invests in a sustainable growth company. NIBC will support the
management team with the realisation of further growth in the coming years. The investment
will enable Vadeko to strengthen its position in the construction industry", Brigitte van der
Maarel, Managing Director NIBC Mezzanine & Equity Partners.
Read more

NIBC's milestones
A lot has happened over the past 75 years, and our bank has repeatedly shown flexibility and
entrepreneurial spirit. We are entrepreneurial pioneers who continue to show great resilience in
coming up with new solutions. Important events made their mark on NIBC, shaping us into
what we have become today. Curious to see, when NIBC launched its retail business or in what
year our first IPO was completed? Check our history timeline.
Read more

In business: Betty Blocks
NIBC continues to supports the leading provider of no-code platform Betty Blocks with SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service) Financing. The financing solution pioneered and offered by NIBC, has been
specifically developed for the software market. After having closed the initial facility in 2020, NIBC
and Betty Blocks have now completed an increase due to mutual success. With the additional funds,
Betty Blocks is able to continue to drive its rapid growth.
Read more

Our new initiatives
NIBC’s flexible and entrepreneurial nature is a tremendous help to our growth. We are always
looking for new opportunities for offering consumer mortgages, lease solutions and loans for
SME’s. Over the past few years, various growth initiatives have been developed. These labels,
which combine the speed of start-ups and the strength of an established party, create growth
in interesting niches. These labels are a great example of how we seize opportunities.

Read more

In business: everphone
NIBC has provided a Structured Senior Facility based on everphone’s future rental income while
physical mobile communication devices are secured in a Special Purpose Vehicle (“SPV”). This
structured financing solution allows everphone to realise its current pipeline and enables future
expansion opportunities.

Read more

Celebration video
Watch the video with shout outs from former colleagues, clients and partners. We are pleased to
celebrate our 75th anniversary with them. Visit our dedicated anniversary website or our LinkedIn
feed for more anniversary updates.

